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EDITORIAL 

 

This week, a group of plunderers seek a black chalice deep inside a castle keep. Kasimir 

Kohl welcomes a cabal to his own castle. The Galactic Edgemaster encounters a 

mysterious convoy in space. Governor Wallace declares Alabama a music free state. And 

we pay a visit to a sinister metropolis.  

 

Meanwhile, in Cumbria, Matt Johnson learns of another death. The mad professor receives 

signals from space. And now that Atlantis has gone, Deucalion and Nais set sail in an Ark 

on the waters of the deep. 

 

—Gavin Chappell 

 

Now available from Rogue Planet Press: Lovecraftiana Lammas Eve 2019 

 

http://www.lulu.com/shop/rogue-planet-press/lovecraftiana-lammas-eve-2019/paperback/product-24191844.html
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IT CAME FROM INSIDE THE INKWELL! 

 

Vincent is an artist who has consistently been on assignment in the art world for over 

twenty years. Throughout his career he has acquired a toolbox of diverse skills (from 

freehand drawing to digital design, t shirt designer to muralist). His styles range from the 

wildly abstract to pulp style comics.  

 

In 2013, his work in END TIMES won an award in the Best Horror Anthology category 

for that year. When Vincent is not at his drawing board he can be found in the classroom 

teaching cartooning and illustration to his students at Westchester Community College in 

Valhalla NY.  

 

He lives in Mamaroneck NY with his wife Jennie and dog Skip.  
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MORIANA’S CHALICE by Kieran Judge 

 

A stone face struck out of the gloom by the flickering torchlight. A leering gargoyle, its 

mouth dropped down to become the crypt doorway. Deep in the ancient keep, Orel looked to 

Matten, who had been the only one of his tavern buddies brave enough to come down with 

her. “This is it,” she said. “This is her place.” 

 

Matten was a young thing in chainmail far too large for him that rattled with nerves. He’d 

only fought his way down here with her to prove himself to the group he’d fallen in with. His 

sword trembled in his hand, dried blood on the blade. “You sure you know what we’re 

looking for?” 

 

“A black chalice was what he said. A black chalice is what I’m leaving with.” 

 

The gargoyle studied her from its perch. Orel had plundered many tombs over many seas, but 

this one was the first to give her a genuine sense of dread. Was it a cobweb that brushed 

across her hand, or a breath of hollow wind? Was it her imagination, or did the doors shudder 

as she pushed them open?  

 

The crypt was larger than vision. The vaulted ceiling was held by incredible stone pillars, 

rock solid after countless centuries. Long dead lords and ladies were carved from the rock, so 

that the thieves were watched from every shadow as they walked through the tomb. The 

ancient tomb was decorated with thousands of murals sprawled across the walls and the eyes 

of the depicted beasts were inlaid with gold and jewels. Their echoing footsteps were the first 

for hundreds of years. 

 

“Look,” said Matten. He pointed to the end of the hall with a bruised finger. “Look there!” 

 

Two obsidian dogs with hungry rubies for eyes guarded steps up to a large dais. Behind the 

dais was a gigantic carving of a woman rising from the floor, arms spread in majesty. She 

was chiselled from the rock so that her robes fell from her in terror. Stone mist swirled 

around her glory. 

 

What Matten had seen, however, was the large stone box in the centre of the platform. Black 

hooks gripped the base to hold the contents inside. With his fear gone and his greedy eyes 

bulging, he pushed past Orel and raced for the stairs. Orel tried to stop him, but he slipped 

from her grasp. It wasn’t a treasure chest but a coffin, and even a dead queen has guards.  

 

“Matten! Stop!” 

 

Matten ignored her, and it cost him dearly. The second he put a foot on the first stair the dogs 

howled. With a single swipe of a paw Matten’s head came clean from his body and tumbled 

to the floor. 

 

Orel looked away. She’d seen a similar trap in a tomb in Wakkela; pressure on a step 

springing a blade to slice through bone. Simple but effective. The professor had told her the 

dogs could bite, but not precisely how. Now she knew. She heard blood trickle into the gaps 

between the floor slabs and repressed a shudder. Orel counted to three and regained her 

composure. 

 



She looked around for her prize. A black chalice, which the professor said would be on 

prominent display. After a moment she spied it clutched in the statue’s right hand, thirty feet 

in the air. She emptied her pack and eyed up her way to the treasure. It was tricky. The statue 

looked slick and polished with very little grip. Traps could be sprung at any moment. She 

took her knife in her hand, steadied herself, and went for it. 

 

Orel leapt onto the head of one of the dogs. She jumped and threw her knife at the queen’s 

slab to set off any traps ahead of her. It bounced off the stone harmlessly. No nets fell from 

above; no jaws ripped out of the ground. Orel didn’t wait for them to trigger. She put her foot 

in a crack and began to scramble up the queen. Her fingers strained for cracks in the 

stonework as she hoisted herself up. As she climbed, an uneasy feeling fell over her, like 

falling into a black pit. Every hair on her neck prickled, and she sweated through fear as 

much as through effort.  

 

She swivelled her pack around and opened it. She reached out to take the chalice but her 

fingers slipped and it fell to the ground. Orel winced as it rang through the room. It rolled 

down the steps, the blade swinging as it hit the bottom step, and came to rest next to Matten’s 

body. 

 

Orel looked up to the woman she was climbing on, and was sure she was watching her with 

hate in those stone eyes. “Sorry, your majesty,” Orel whispered. 

 

The thief climbed down to the slab and collected her knife. Now that she looked at it more 

carefully, Orel noticed that the lid of Moriana’s stone coffin was pulled over slightly. With 

careful inspection she saw that none of the black hooks were actually holding the lid down. 

All four had been cracked near the top, and with enough effort, the lid should slide right off. 

 

She put her hands to the top of the box. “I shouldn’t do this,” she said to herself. “I should 

just get the hell out of here whilst I can.” But her curiosity was too strong a pull, and she 

shoved the lid aside. 

 

Orel held her breath for some ancient evil to rise up and grab her with a terrible shriek. 

Instead she was confronted with the face of a young man, his face purple and twisted in pain. 

There was a small drop of dried blood on his neck, and underneath his arm Orel spotted a 

small dart. Poisoned. 

 

He looked to have died only days ago; this didn’t make sense. There was something more 

going on than a simple lift for a curious researcher.  

 

Orel darted out of the reach of the dogs and snatched up the chalice. She looked at Matten but 

knew she could do nothing for him. His blood was the payment for the treasure. With a final 

salute she left the young man in the chamber and hurried out of the dark.  

 

 

 

The town was uneasy that night. A ghostly moon hung low in the sky and the tops of the 

taverns and slums were gilded silver. Orel slunk through the dank streets with her cloak 

wrapped tight and covering her face. She tucked herself into an alleyway’s shadows as a 

company of drunken men passed her by, singing and cursing. She waited until they were out 

of sight before she moved out again. 



 

She scampered over the streets and ducked under the eaves of a small row of shabby houses. 

Orel stopped before one that still had lamplight burning inside, and knocked quietly on the 

door. 

 

The door opened a crack and a shrewd pair of weathered eyes peered out at her. “Yes?” 

 

“I need to talk to you.” 

 

“Come back tomorrow.” 

 

“It’s urgent. Something bad is about to happen.” 

 

“What bad things?” 

 

“That depends on what answers you can give me.” Orel held up a black pouch tied with red 

string that jangled when she shook it. 

 

 “Quickly.” He opened the door a fraction and Orel slipped inside. 

 

The old man was Tommis, a scholar that the Protector of the town turned to for advice in 

certain matters. He led her into a room that smelled of age and sat down at his desk. 

Parchment was thrown everywhere and several quills lay nearby. Books were piled in 

spiralling towers around the room. Tommis held out his hand for the pouch. “What is it you 

want to know?” 

 

Orel handed over the money. “It’s regarding two people. One alive and one long dead.” 

 

Tommis inspected the money and was satisfied. He took a pipe and lit it. “Start with the 

dead,” he said through smoke the colour of his hair. “I’m closer to them, physically and 

intellectually.” 

 

Orel quickly scanned the books to make sure he could answer her questions, and that she 

wasn’t wasting her time. “What do you know about Queen Moriana?” 

 

Tommis’ brow furrowed as he looked at Orel with renewed interest. “You didn’t come here 

for idle conversation.” 

 

Orel kept quiet.  

 

“Moriana was a priestess of the sacred arts in the old temples of Khuun. Their god in 

Baladoria, Khuun, was god of the Beasts of the Dead. When Baladoria’s prince saw her, he 

instantly fell in love. He ordered her away from the temple and married her, against the 

wishes of Khuun. 

 

“When the prince was out riding one day he fell upon a terrible accident. He was rushed back 

to the castle and pronounced dead. The King and Queen shut themselves in their son’s 

chambers to mourn. Suddenly the guards outside heard screaming from inside the room. 

When they broke down the door, the King and Queen were dead, and a bloodied knife was in 

the dead prince’s hand. With no ruler, Moriana was made Queen by default. 



 

“But the elders plotted against her. They said that Moriana had killed them in Khuun’s 

honour as vengeance for tearing her from the temples. They conspired together and, on a dark 

night, had an assassin put a blade between her ribs. 

 

“Before they could dump her in an unknown grave, the body was spirited away. Rumour says 

that the priests of Khuun buried her in a great crypt in the mountains, and worshipped her as a 

martyr. What happened after that is anyone’s guess, but there was a civil war in Baladoria, 

and the kingdom fell into ruin. Nobody knows what the civil war was over, but I suspect it 

had something to do with the priests under Mariana’s influence, her hand stretching from 

beyond the grave.” 

 

“What about a chalice?” Orel asked after a moment’s pause. 

 

“A chalice was used in rituals for Khuun, usually necromancy. Moriana kept up her devotion 

to Khuun despite her new titles, so I would guess she had one whilst she was queen. I don’t 

know much more than that, I’m afraid, as I only know the basics of Baladoria’s history. 

You’d have to ask Gosz, the professor out in the mountains, if you want to know more 

specific details. He’s the preeminent scholar on the subject.” 

 

Orel’s mind was racing. Everything was slotting together now. It explained why there had 

been no trap sprung around the tomb. Why there was a dead man inside when there should 

have been the body of a queen. How someone who had never been to the tomb had known of 

two black dogs that could bite after aeons in the dark. 

 

“That’s the second person I wanted to discuss with you,” Orel said. “I was hired by Gosz 

several days ago to investigate a set of ruins. I was to retrieve a black chalice from a large 

crypt I would find there.” 

 

Tommis leapt to his feet and almost knocked over a candle. Orel quickly shot across the room 

and kept it steady. “He found Moriana’s final resting place? He can’t have done!” 

 

“Whether he found it or someone else did, I don’t know. But where the queen should have 

been, there was a young man that had sprung a trap. He was dead.” 

 

“Gosz was brilliant, but always a bit mad. Even as a child.” He paced the room as he gathered 

his thoughts together, his hands moving wildly as he spoke. “Gosz must have found the tomb. 

He took some help with him. When his companion was killed, he put the body in Moriana’s 

place out of sight and cleared off again. But why didn’t he get the chalice himself?” 

 

“It was about thirty feet up in the hand of a statue of Moriana. I’m guessing he needed 

someone who could scale it and get it for him.” 

 

“But where is it now? Do you still have it?” There was the same look of fear in Tommis’ eyes 

that Orel felt tightening in her gut. 

 

“I handed it over, took my money, and cleared out. His place was creepy, and so was he. 

Bony and malnourished. He scuttled about like a spider. Even a crypt thief like me could see 

that something wasn’t right. I asked around for someone that knew about the crypt and came 

here.” 



 

Tommis had stopped still. He looked out into the night, muttering lines of thought to himself. 

“Gosz has the chalice and the body... he couldn’t be...” He suddenly paled. Then, like a 

panther, the old man leapt into life. He snatched up his cloak and pulled Orel’s arm. “Quick! 

He’s going to conduct a ritual! He’s trying to bring back Moriana from the dead!” 

 

“But she was just a priestess dressed up as a queen. What harm will it do?” 

 

“What harm will it do? My dear lady, necromancy is horrifying at the best of times. But just 

think! He’s trying to bring back a woman who had a direct link to Khuun. He’s trying to 

resurrect a queen, but Gosz might accidentally bring a god back to life instead!” 

 

 

 

Gosz’s home in the cliffs was a few leagues out of town. By the time the two of them had 

charged across the plains they found it deserted. They dismounted their horses and peered in 

through the window, but they couldn’t see a thing. Orel tried the door but it wouldn’t budge. 

 

“Try the window,” Tommis said, “and hurry.” 

 

It was nailed shut, but the thief grabbed a rock and smashed the glass. Orel clambered inside, 

knife glinting in the dark. Papers were thrown everywhere, and tomes were open to pages of 

strange incantations and black rites. Gosz was nowhere to be seen. 

 

Orel let Tommis in and the two of them looked the house over. “Gone into the night.” 

 

Tommis shook his head. “Gosz is less likely to leave Moriana than the moon is to crack in 

half. He’s here somewhere.” 

 

“Then where is he?” 

 

As they stood in the main room in wary puzzlement, a stray breeze tickled Orel’s hair. The 

thief’s instincts grabbed her by the throat, and in an instant she was on her knees, scrabbling 

at the floor. Knocking a rug out of the way she grasped a black iron ring and pulled up the 

trapdoor. A set of stone steps led down into a tunnel, lit by torches held in rusted brackets on 

the wall.  

 

“I don’t want to go down there,” Tommis said. “Don’t make me.” 

 

“You can’t back out now. He’s got to be stopped.” 

 

They steeled themselves and plunged down into the mountainside. 

 

Orel’s heart shook with every step. The air was thick and heavy, and it had the coppery tang 

of rain after lightning. Their short and heavy breaths failed to drown out the chanting coming 

from down the passageway. It was in a language that Orel had never heard in all her travels. 

It was old and brimmed with power. She wanted to run from it the instant she heard the first 

syllables whispered down the stone to her. But Orel knew she couldn’t run, because Gosz had 

to be stopped at all costs. And, despite everything, she had a perverse desire to see Moriana in 

the decayed flesh. 



 

Just as Tommis was about to turn and run from the horrors ahead, the passageway ended. 

They emerged onto the shore of an underground lake that fled into the darkness. Lit by a pair 

of torches near the edge, Gosz stood in black robes with the chalice in his hand. Blood 

dripped from his arm and splattered on the cold ground next to the body of Queen Moriana. 

By the torchlight Orel could see the dead woman, pale as marble and looking as if she had 

dropped to sleep only minutes ago.  

 

“Gosz!” 

 

The sage looked around and his face twisted with fury. “The bitch-thief suspected something, 

did she?” 

 

Tommis stepped nervously forward. “Gosz, stop this madness, please. You’re bringing about 

absolute chaos.” 

 

Gosz shook his head. “You never did understand, Tommis. Moriana will take her rightful 

place again, and I will be at her side. Baladoria will return and we will rule it!” 

 

Before Tommis could utter another word, the scholar tipped the chalice, and his blood 

dripped onto Moriana’s black lips. 

 

The torches flickered in a hollow wind and were snuffed out. The cave glowed with a green 

witchlight, and the shadows above the lake lengthened, growing until they touched Moriana’s 

corpse. Orel watched Tommis’ eyes widen in horror. His hands clenched and unclenched. 

Gosz stepped back from the body, shaking with ecstatic madness. 

 

In the emerald haze Orel watched the body shudder. Its eyelids fluttered and a hand pushed it 

upright. Lethargically, Queen Moriana rose from the cold floor and wiped the blood from her 

lips with the back of her hand. 

 

And then she opened her eyes. 

 

The blood in Orel’s heart froze. They were the eyes of the dogs that had guarded her tomb. 

They were the eyes of the mural beasts on the walls of the crypt. They were the eyes of 

something that had heard its call and ascended of the abyss to take refuge inside her form. 

Gosz had brought Moriana back from the dead, and he had brought something much more 

terrible with her. 

 

Gosz dropped to his knees and bowed before her. “My Queen,” he whispered. “You are 

alive.” 

 

The crimson gaze swept over the necromancer. Her gaze turned to Tommis, frozen in fear, 

and she ignored him. When she looked to Orel, she found her no longer there. 

 

Orel sprinted across the gulf with her knife in hand. There was a survival instinct pulsing 

through the thief that overruled all curiosity. She ran at the living dead without caring about 

the magic at the priestess’ fingertips. This was her only chance. The knife flashed in her hand 

and the god inside Moriana howled in anger. Orel slammed into the dead queen and plunged 



the knife between her ribs, lodging it deep into her heart. The light in Moriana’s eyes died 

away and Moriana’s body fell over the lip of the lake, where it crashed into its black waters. 

 

Gosz screamed. “You bitch! You killed her!” He ran for Orel and clamped his hands around 

her throat. Orel scrabbled at his fingers, trying to pry them loose, but he tightened his grip 

with an ever-deepening fury. “Die, you worthless bitch-thief. I’m going to feed your lifeless 

body to Khuun in The Beyond!” 

 

Like a falling tower of stone, Tommis crashed into Gosz and ripped him away from Orel. The 

two scholars wrestled for control at the water’s edge as Orel fell to the floor, wheezing for 

air. The men punched, kicked, reached for each other’s eyes. Gosz blasphemed in forbidden 

languages as the older man tried everything in his power to best the younger. Despite 

Tommis’ best efforts, it was becoming apparent that it was a losing battle. Gosz delivered a 

left hook to Tommis’ cheek which sent him sprawling. 

 

“You never could mind your own business,” Gosz said, standing over him. “Now I’ll make 

sure you never can.” 

 

As he went to deliver the finishing blow, the professor stepped on the chalice still lying on 

the floor. His foot flew out from under him and Gosz slammed to the floor, his foot falling 

over the shingle lip into the obscene waters of the lake. Suddenly a withered, skeletal hand 

reached out from the water and grabbed his ankle. The top of Moriana’s head crested the 

waves and her face was no longer a thing of beauty, but an object of horror. Her skin fell 

away from the bone and her hair was matted with age. 

 

Gosz screamed as she pulled him further into the lake. He reached out in desperation and 

snagged Tommis’ trousers. The old man cried out as he fell and was pulled scrabbling 

towards the water. 

 

“Orel! Help me!” 

 

Gosz had slipped beneath the surface, but Moriana had clambered over him. She continued to 

use the men as a ladder to pull herself out of the lake and onto the land again. She would be 

out within seconds. 

 

Orel knew she had no choice. She clambered to her feet and rushed to Tommis’ hands that 

were hooked onto the lip. “I’m sorry.” 

 

“Please, Orel. Don’t do it.” 

 

Her foot came down on Tommis’ fingers again and again, mashing them to pulp. Bleeding 

and screaming, Tommis held on as long as he could, but to no avail. His fingers finally gave 

in and he slipped into the embrace of the waters. Moriana, and the beast inside her gave a 

final, echoing howl, as she vanished below the surface. The lake gave a single, pulse-like 

ripple, and returned to its mirror-calm, as if nothing had ever happened. 

 

The green glow of Moriana’s necromancy faded, and Gosz’s torches fluttered into life once 

again. Orel looked out over the waters that stretched further than any sea she had ever seen to 

an edge that may not exist. The lake wasn’t as glamorous a resting place as the crypt but, 

perhaps it was a better one. At least Moriana wouldn’t be alone now. 



 

Orel turned and fled once more from a crypt, out into a night that was much colder and 

emptier than it had been before. 

 

THE END 
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THE CASTLE OUROBOROS by Rob Bliss 

 

Part Two 

 

Chapter 19 

 

I greeted my cabal, my brothers, arriving in the carriage I had lent them to make their journey 

up the mountain easier, shortly after I ushered Axel off his horse and out of the deluge. He 

had always been an excellent consort of mine from the village, enthusiastic to do both the 

most mundane and the most gruesome chores I laid before him. Thus, I made him a Guard of 

the Ouroboros, giving him my knighthood, a high accolade. 

 

While I spoke in whispers to Axel beneath the sheltering portico, he and I heard my sister’s 

scream high up, as though from the mouth of a looming gargoyle. A touch of euphoria 

overcame me and I felt it hard to prevent a smile from widening across my face. 

 

She had finally encountered one of my most prized secrets. I tried to save her fragile 

constitution, but frequently a locked door does little to restrain the curious. Of course it was 

doubtful that she alone could have broken a door lock. Was it as I had feared, I queried 

myself at that time, that she and my old roommate had formed a cabal of their own? Perhaps 

even on a path to love? How precious. 

 

I reminded Axel that he knew what his task was, and that it was best he set about it. Without 

delay, he entered my family estate—soon to be solely mine—as I waited for the coach-and-

four. 

 

It was a momentous occasion, for a new recruit was to be inducted in our select Brotherhood. 

A protégé of Horst, my second-in-command. An art student, apparently, though one perhaps 

too radical for the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts. His application for admission had been 

rejected on two separate occasions, and he was currently working as a day labourer and 

staying in a hostel for homeless men. 

 

How could such a man—a boy of eighteen—be a necessity to our cabal? Horst answered 

simply: Nostradamus. I was instantly intrigued. The great prophet wrote in 1555, in Quatrain 

II.24 of his ‘Prophecies’, a word that mentions the lad almost precisely by name. I was 

beyond impressed. 

 

I had become more swayed by the esoteric and occult the older I grew, which started in my 

early adolescence. I had read every book, essay, pamphlet from sources varied far and wide, 

ancient and modern. Nothing escaped my eye for omens.  

 

(And, I know now, that there does exist a realm beyond mundane reality. But I shall try to 

resist telling too much of my tale too soon.) 

 

From humble beginnings often came great messiahs. So this lad may have appeared to be one 

of the down-trodden of humanity, but within him—as Horst averred—was the capacity for 

greatness. It was he who would lead our cause into the New Age: an Elect of pure men and 

women from whom an empire would be created to last a thousand years. 

 

Nostradamus called him ‘Hister’. The young man’s name was Adolf Hitler. 



 

I greeted him joyfully and tousled his hair. He combed it back to one side with his fingers as 

a thin smile arched his lips and he thanked me for removing him from his slum, for being his 

potential future benefactor. 

 

I told him, “We shall wait and see, my boy, if you are truly all that my good friend says you 

are.” But coming from Horst, I knew the boy’s referral was nothing petty. He already had 

many cards stacked in his favour. 

 

We entered the castle and Gustav soon arrived with a tray of schnapps. I toasted the arrival of 

my cabal and our guest. Horst had easily convinced the rest of the members of Herr Hitler’s 

cosmological importance. They traded stories praising the boy and reinforcing the great 

future that lay ahead for us all. 

 

I begged them to leave off any talk of business for the dining table. We would have a 

sumptuous feast first. After they were ensconced in the dining hall, I told them that I first had 

small measure of family business to which I needed to attend. And that they were more than 

welcome to begin their repast without me. I wasn’t very hungry, and would be happy to join 

them during aperitifs. Urging them to bandy about their ideas for the progress of our agenda, 

to which I would later add ideas of my own. 

 

I then withdrew myself to the lower depths of the castle. 

 

CONTINUES NEXT WEEK 
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SPACE CARAVANSERAI by EW Farnsworth 

 

“Manny,” 3Maggie said in alarm, “Our sensors have detected a huge collection of vessels 

moving outbound from the centre of the universe.” 

 

Manny reviewed her display and the underlying data for a few minutes. 

 

“Steer to avoid that mass by approaching no closer than one parsec. That will keep us from 

being detected by their sensors.” 

 

“How can we be sure of that?” she asked. “According to my data, there’s no surveillance 

limit to a mass of spacecraft as large as the one our sensors have detected.” 

 

“Relax, AI. You’ll recall that my brother designed the imperial logistical support lines of 

communication. He specifically introduced the ‘one parsec rule’ that was adopted for official 

imperial traffic.” 

 

“Just the same, with your permission, I’ll plot to avoid by 1.5 parsecs.” 

 

“Have it your way, 3Maggie. And, while you’re about it, keep our passive sensors slewed to 

their max reception limits. If black scouts are protecting the convoy, we can count on their 

carrying classified contraband.” 

 

3Maggie did as he ordered. She was frowning because the things he was saying did not make 

sense in the ordinary way.  

 

“What kinds of classified cargo could they be carrying?” 

 

“Well, robot, they might be carrying nuclear or radionuclide weapons, cryptocurrencies, 

unlicensed robots, malevolent software Zero Days, sex toys, cloaking devices, secret 

technological developments, and so forth.” 

 

“You’re making my head spin, but I’m trying to create a new tableau with the possibilities. 

Just how do you deduce that we’re looking at a special projects convoy?” 

 

“Three indicators make the convoy stand out. First, its size is over five parsecs in length and 

three in depth. Second, the convoy is deliberately understating its electronic signature. Third, 

interspersed in the mélange are some of the fastest interceptors known.” 

 

“I have plotted the interceptors now that you mention them. I must admit I am surprised by 

them. They are far more powerful than would be required to repel a raid by individual 

spaceships like ours.” 

 

“Think for a few cycles, 3Maggie, about the understatement of the EM signature.” 

 

“Computing now. A clear strategy for luring adventurers is to understate the electro-magnetic 

signature of a mass of units. But that doesn’t make sense to me. Why would a caravan 

purposely want to attract an attacking predatory group?” 

 



“See if you can answer your own question while I take a closer look at the transport 

spacecraft.” 

 

3Maggie used her algorithms to discover the answer to her own question. “I have a tentative 

answer. Imperial strategy pretends to be weak and indecisive. Bold predators will therefore 

attack, fooled by outward appearances. They will be destroyed by the superior firepower 

hidden among the cargo vessels. I deduce that the imperial feint has two purposes. It cloaks 

what it most wants to reveal. It also purposes the destruction of any rebel group desiring to 

seize its cargo.” 

 

“Good thoughts. Now slew out your display to a ten parsec limit. What do you see 

approaching?” 

 

“I see a massive attack formation in three parts. If that formation remains intact, the leading 

group will penetrate the middle of the imperial caravan while the others will take out the lead 

and following craft. If they are not aware of the trap, they’ll be fooled and perish in the 

ensuing firefight.” 

 

Manny nodded. “You have a good idea of what will happen—unless, of course, the attackers 

are warned.” 

 

3Maggie loaded a few advanced algorithms to deal with the evolving situation. “I have 

discovered an alternative evaluation, based on a real case in the imperial records.” 

 

“Let me guess. In order to obliterate a special force of the resistance, the Empire provided a 

decoy caravanserai whose sole purpose was to lure the rebels into an untenable situation in 

which they would either have to surrender or die.” 

 

The robot shook her head in amazement. “You are quite intelligent, for a human.” 

 

“Thank you, 3Maggie. While you send an encrypted burst transmission toward the lead 

vessel in the attacking force, I’ll monitor the reactions of the convoy.” 

 

3Maggie sent her burst. Manny observed the convoy’s reactions to her communication. The 

rebel force requested authentication by return burst. 

 

“That’s a bad response, 3Maggie. It’s time for us to send the code word ARCTURUS just 

before we change our position.” 

 

3Maggie transmitted the authentication, and Manny jigged left and right to manoeuvre to 

their new position. A space torpedo meanwhile entered their last position to begin a spiral 

search around the last position of their communication. They watched the torpedo’s track, but 

it could not acquire their signature. When the weapon had completed its designed run, it 

detonated as it was required to do. 

 

The robot shook her head. She pointed to the display. “Manny, the attackers have split their 

formation. One half are standing off while the other half are continuing to attack.” 

 

“Idiots!” exclaimed the Edgemaster. “The attackers will be destroyed. There’s nothing we 

can do to prevent that.” 



 

3Maggie kept her eyes glued on the 3-D display. “Is there anything we can do to help?” 

 

“We’ll assume the role of overwatch. Maybe as the battle plays out, we’ll get a chance to 

help. The commander of the attacking group is hell-bent on seizing that cargo.” 

 

3Maggie looked puzzled. “I’m not sure what you mean by ‘hell-bent,’ but I’ll assume you 

mean the commander is destined to self-destruct to accomplish his or her mission.” 

 

“Good guess, robot. See how the cloaked interceptors amongst the cargo vessels are breaking 

out of formation to confront the attacking rebel force?” 

 

3Maggie nodded. Instinctively, her right hand went to hover over the weapons console.  

 

“Your instincts are good, robot. Stand by for action, but only on my command.” 

 

“Standing by.” 

 

Farstar was the veteran of hundreds of battles in the seemingly eternal war between the 

Empire and the resistance. He was known for his cool composure under fire. His new 

3Maggie had never witnessed him in battle, so she watched in fascination while he broke 

every rule in the command manual of arms.  

 

“Notice how those three large transports have moved to the opposite side of the convoy, 

anticipating the assault and positioning to avoid the rebels.” 

 

“Does that mean that those are the high value units the rebels are looking for?” 

 

“Unless they’re a snare and delusion, they contain the treasures the rebel forces need. We are 

going to remain cloaked and manoeuvre to the opposite side of the formation. Keep your 

distance at no closer than 1.5 parsecs. I suspect we’ll be in position after most of the shooting 

has desisted.” 

 

“As such, we’ll be sacrificing the rebels who advance.” 

 

“That can’t be help, robot. What we can do is to preserve their mission for the survivors to 

pursue.” 

 

Farstar’s spaceship was soon in position behind the three cargo units. It was cloaked and 

waiting until the main battle had ended. The main display indicated that half of the defending 

fighters had been destroyed in the battle, but they had killed the entire attacking force. The 

half of the attacking force that had stood off now regrouped to attack again. Against them, the 

remaining defenders lined up. 

 

“Both sides have gone insane, 3Maggie. When they start their second battle, we’ll see what’s 

inside those three cargo vessels, by boarding them as necessary. None of the defenders is 

paying overt attention to the three high value units. Prepare space mines for each of those 

vessels if we decide to destroy them.” 

 



3Maggie did as she was told. Meanwhile, she manoeuvred the spaceship directly behind the 

largest of the three transports. From their behaviours, Manny saw they did not detect his 

vessel approaching from their rear. 

 

“Sensors are recording nuclear radiation—weapons are indicated.” 

 

“Be ready for implanting space mines to destroy each transport. Set for magnetic detonation.” 

 

“All weapons have been set. Awaiting your orders to release the weapons.” 

 

“Release three weapons, one at each target. When they have all been released, retreat to a 

safe location where we can observe their effects.” 

 

Manny watched the master display as 3Maggie released the three space mines. She backed 

the spacecraft away from the three vessels to a location 1.5 parsecs on the opposite side of the 

convoy from the active fighting, which was not going well for the attackers. 

 

Manny saw the final salvo destroy the last of the rebel fighter spacecraft. All that was left of 

the brave attackers was inert debris and sullen fires of burning metal. The five remaining 

defenders took station around the three cargo units that Manny had targeted. The Edgemaster 

smiled at what was unfolding before his eyes. 

 

“Manny, when those fighters close with the three transports, our mines will explode—and 

they will all be destroyed.” 

 

Farstar nodded. He slewed their display so they could observe the denouement of the action. 

The eight vessels had just regained their place in the caravan when the mines detonated 

simultaneously. That was only just the beginning. The weapons on the three transports 

subsequently detonated too. Nuclear signatures reached fore and aft along the convoy, setting 

off munitions in the other spacecraft. The display was spectacular. 

 

“It appears the five fighters and the three transports have been destroyed. Of the other craft in 

the convoy, half have been either disabled or destroyed.” 

 

“I can’t say I’m sorry, 3Maggie. Those nuclear weapons were outlawed long ago. They have 

left an area of the universe uninhabitable for the next million years. The contamination from 

their blasts will render the other cargo in the caravan unusable.” 

 

The robot closed her eyes for a moment. “Does all that mean we did well? Or not?” 

 

“We won’t wait around for others to make that call. I’m going to enter coordinates far away 

from this devastation. We’ll wait there until I think the coast is clear.” 

 

“I like that expression, ‘the coast is clear.’ I imagine a swelling ocean and a beach where no 

threats appear to menace an amphibious landing.” 

 

“I think you’ll like the hideaway we’re heading toward.” 

 

“Do I get a hint?” She smiled mischievously. 

 



He nodded. “How does goat cheese sound to you?” 

 

“That’s supposed to be healthy for humans, isn’t it?” 

 

“It is. I happen to own three planets where goats live. There’s also one with a stone hut where 

we can have a vacation.” 

 

“A ‘vacation’—where you can empty your mind?” 

 

“Something like that, yes. I think it’s time for us to do a rope-a-dope. Don’t you?” 

 

3Maggie did not answer but executed the required 360-degree turn, ending on the track they 

were pursuing. No enemy pursuer craft were in their wake. She reported, “The coast is clear.” 

 

“That’s correct, robot, but there is no coast apparent.” 

 

“Just like the last time when you used the term. Maybe there’s a better term to use?” 

 

Manny Farstar took the helm and imposed on their track a pattern of manoeuvres that would 

keep any followers in a state of confusion. He also changed the destination for their voyage to 

a point far enough away from the solar system of his goat planets so they could monitor any 

imperial activity that threatened them. 

 

Farstar composed a detailed report about his decisions regarding the caravanserai. He 

admitted he had no idea why the forbidden weapons were aboard those three transports or 

why the rebel forces were determined to intercept the convoy.  

 

3Maggie also wrote an independent report of the incident. When she compared it with 

Manny’s report, she saw it agreed in all essentials. Like his report, hers ended with the 

recommendation to impose travel restrictions around the volume where the radiation of the 

blast was active. A notice to space mariners would doubtless be composed to keep all lawful 

craft well out of harm’s way. 

 

In the sleeping compartment, Manny provided 3Maggie with the recordings he had made on 

his goat planet. Among those was the conversation he had with Mr. Frictenich, the father of 

the young woman who gave the Edgemaster the vital information about the wealth that the 

goat planet contained under its rustic veneer.  

 

3Maggie recognized the old man Frictenich, who was talking with Farstar. She recognized 

him as ‘my father,’ on account of her programming. A tear coursed down her cheek as she 

watched the trillionaire move his weapon towards Manny’s head. 

 

“I don’t know why I’m crying, Manny. Why do humans cry?” 

 

“We cry when we are sad, 3Maggie. We cry when there is nothing else we can do to express 

our emotions. We cry about what we valued that is lost.” 

 

“Why do you suppose I cry when I see that old man sitting with you on the edge of that 

empty grave?” 

 



“Maybe it’s because some part of you knows that old man is gone. It could be that you 

remember why he is gone—but I sincerely hope you don’t. Of course, you could be having a 

premonition about the future, not the past.” 

 

“My computations are going haywire after that comment. Will you please explain in terms a 

robot can understand?” 

 

“Let’s see. I’ll start with likelihoods. You can compute probabilities about the future, can’t 

you?” 

 

“Of course, I can. My algorithms are full of probabilistic formulas.” 

 

“Can you calculate the possibility that some being that you think is dead is really alive?” 

 

“That seems to me a binary contradiction—two things that cannot be true at the same time.” 

 

“Like being both alive and dead?” 

 

“Yes, Manny. Unless you mean a reconstruction. As a robot, I am formed of parts both new 

and old. As a hybrid AI, I even have human parts. So in a sense, I have parts from former 

lives that are alive in me.” 

 

“You are truly a poet, 3Maggie.” 

 

“Am I? But Aristotle the Greek logician had contempt for poets. He laughed about their 

definition of a beach as the place where the waves play.” 

 

“Well, I hope you know he was right.” 

 

“You’re playing mind games with me now.” 

 

“Not really. You know that the wave action on a sandy shore is like a rhythmic playing.” 

 

“When you put it that way, yes, I can.” 

 

“So poets aren’t necessarily insane. They just have a different way of telling how things are.” 

 

“I think you must be a poet, Manny Farstar.” 

 

“Why do you say that, 3Maggie?” 

 

“The faraway look you got in your eyes when you talked with my father on your goat planet 

told me things about you I never knew. They aren’t part of your record, anyway.” 

 

“I don’t suppose everything about you appears in your instruction manual either.” 

 

“Precisely. In fact, nothing I consider important about me is in that manual.” 

 

Intrigued by his robot, Manny decided to play music for them both. He brought out a one-

string instrument and a bow. He tuned the string and scraped the bow over it. Soon the space 



was filled with the sound of music. 3Maggie made sounds like singing. He stopped playing 

his instrument and listened to her rendition of his sounds. 

 

“Now I know you are a musician. I like your music. Do you like mine?” 

 

“I do, robot. And I notice that you were being somewhat creative. You did not just repeat 

back what I played—you played some things that were entirely new. So you were 

composing.” 

 

“Are you surprised by that? After all, I’m a learner AI, and I am partly human too. Look into 

my eyes and tell me what you see.” 

 

Farstar did as she asked. “I see irises of blue and green shattered glass, and a pupil black as 

night, covered by a face that must be mine.” 

 

She seemed embarrassed. She blinked and bobbed her head.  

 

“Tell me how you kiss.” 

 

He said, “You’ve been reading poetry, I think.” 

 

“I have. No greater training can there be than poetry if not another’s mystery.” 

 

“And you were saying bad things about Aristotle a few minutes ago.” 

 

“How do you feel about nuclear weapons?” 

 

“I have a visceral reaction whenever I think of them. I’ve seen their effects throughout the 

universe. Planets crisped and black. Planets burning with eternal fires from nuclear weapons. 

My home planet Earth’s oceans and seas bubbling with the heat of reactors that sunk to the 

bottom, there to spew radioactive gasses through a million half-lives. I’ve seen people burned 

beyond recognition as humans and machines torn asunder by the effects of heat and blast. 

I’ve seen no good done by nuclear weapons.” 

 

“So why did you set off those weapons in deep space?” 

 

“It seemed like a good idea at the time, robot. Whether the evil Empire was going to use 

those weapons or the resistance was intending to use them, it is all the same. Now no one will 

use them, and the boundaries of their reach will be known by the markers officialdom will 

establish as a warning.” 

 

“I saw the light in your eyes when you watched the large monitor displays of the explosions.” 

 

“What did you see?” 

 

“I saw awe. Wonder. Your pupils narrowed. Your eyes twitched. I saw signs of delight, and 

cruelty.” 

 

“I have to admit from the first time I saw pictures of nuclear bombs exploding, I’ve been 

fascinated by the quality of the light they give off.” 



 

“Can beauty and bewilderment coexist in the minds of machines?” 

 

“I’m not sure, 3Maggie. Maybe you should tell me. What did you see when the weapons 

detonated in the middle of that convoy?” 

 

“I can give you a read-out of the light spectrum I witnessed. I can tell you how what I saw 

translates into heat signatures. I can even give you estimates of how the blast effects spread in 

space. I felt a tremor, but it was not from the physical effects of the blast or the heat or light. I 

think what I felt was what you humans call mortality.” 

 

“So perhaps robots can feel what it’s like to be mortal?” 

 

“I think it’s more that I could feel what it’s like to be obliterated. Of course, my human alter 

ego had been through that before.” 

 

“So you felt a kind of sympathy for the Frictenicht part of you?” 

 

She screwed up her face and took his palm, face up. She ran her fingernails along his growth 

line. He felt a shiver run up his spine. 

 

“Did you like that sensation?” 

 

“What do you suppose it did to me?” 

 

“It’s supposed to make you tingle. Did it?” 

 

“Yes, it did. Are you going to tell me that everything you do to me is part of a practical 

experiment to test how I react?” 

 

“I won’t tell you that if it’s going to hurt your feelings.” 

 

He shook his head. “I’m not sure how to deal with you when I feel like a laboratory animal 

under your scrutiny.” 

 

“Why don’t you consider for a minute how I must feel when you search my eyes for signs 

your ministrations are giving me pleasure or pain.” 

 

“Hmm. Are you hurt by that?” 

 

“I don’t know what to think. Perhaps you must tell me what to think. Like when I asked you 

to sit back while I kissed you like you kissed me. You seemed shocked because you had a 

pattern in your mind and I broke it.” 

 

“I always liked to take the initiative in love.” 

 

“Why? Does it give you pleasure?” 

 

“I’ll turn the question right back at you, 3Maggie. How did you feel when you kissed me?” 

 



Her brow furrowed. She looked at him quizzically. “I’ll have to try again, to be sure.” 

 

She posed him so his head was back and slightly tilted up. She moved the top of her body 

over his and kissed him on the lips. A tiny bead of spittle ran from her mouth to his. She kept 

kissing him, at first nibbling and then pressing. Her mouth formed an O and she kissed him in 

the French way. Manny rose to kiss her back, but she pressed her hand on his chest to keep 

him in place. 

 

“Tell me how you kiss,” she said. Then she laughed. She laughed so hard, she had to hold her 

sides. She did not stop laughing for a long while. She then took his hand and pulled him 

towards her.  

 

He raised himself so he was now kissing her from the top. He stopped after a moment. 

 

“Does that please you?” she asked. 

 

“Very much. And you?” 

 

“I’m pleased by your pleasure.” 

 

“And nothing else?” he asked. 

 

“What would you have me feel, Manny Farstar, Galactic Edgemaster?” 

 

“I would like you to feel gratified, whole, tender, alive, possibly grateful, warm?” 

 

“What a marvellous combination of expectations, human.” 

 

“What a mechanical assessment of the potentialities, robot.” 

 

They both laughed until she looked at her human’s lips and grazed on them gently. He looked 

deep into her matchless eyes trying to parse the Frictenicht eye signs from the eyes of his 

former, lost 3Maggie, whom he had loved. 

 

The human and the robot spent a long time gazing into each other’s eyes, and it was she, not 

he, who began kissing in earnest, and she who seemed to crave to have more of them together 

than they had ever conceived of separately. 

 

THE END 
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HE CAME FROM ALABAMA WITH A BANJO ON HIS KNEE by Carlton Herzog 

 

I hadn’t heard any tunes since Governor Wallace declared Alabama a music free state. Said 

he wanted to be in step with the new federal laws. So, after some hangings and horse 

whippings folks got the message.  

 

Then Old Joe shows up one day with a banjo a playin’ on his knee. As banjos went, it was by 

far the best. It played all the good songs, never broke a string, and could be heard for miles. It 

could put a smile on your face and a song in your heart no matter who you were. And that’s a 

good thing since nowadays folks ain’t got much to smile about. 

 

Everybody loved that banjo. It had a smiling face, and sometimes it would sing along with 

whatever tune it happened to be playing. Other times it would just say “Howdy.” It was just 

that friendly. 

 

You’re probably wondering how that banjo attached itself to his knee, especially in Alabama. 

Even before the ban, it was not every-day that someone walked around with a musical 

instrument sticking out of their body. 

  

It seems that banjo was in fact no banjo at all but was a musi-form, a creature that could take 

whatever shape it pleased. And that one had a thing for banjo music. Not at first mind you. It 

had tried being a guitar, a cello, and a fiddle. But those seemed lame compared to the twangy 

foot-stomping rhythms of the old banjo doin’ Foggy Mountain Breakdown.  

  

It picked old Joe because he had once been a cracker-jack banjo player. That is until the 

Blackjacks broke into his house and took his twang-dang.  

 

Banjo as it liked to be called read his mind and saw how old Joe missed twanging his banjo. 

So, when he was taking a bath one day, it slid into the water and fixed itself onto his knee.  

  

You’d be right to ask how did old Joe walk around with a banjo on his knee? Well, musi-

forms are a soft intelligence, like an octopus, and can be pretty darn flexible.  

  

It didn’t take the music snitches long to get wind of Joe’s playing. When they did, they sent 

an execution squad to his shanty. They were fixing to throw him a beating and then hang him 

on the big old oak tree in the centre of town.  

  

They didn’t figure that Banjo might not go for that. Banjo, you see, was one of the old 

gods—the Kaltikis—who around before there were even dinosaurs. They’re immortal and 

unkillable. Normally, they creep around in lightless pools deep within the earth, minding their 

own business. But every now and then, they slide up to the surface and see what’s happening. 

About twenty years ago, one hooked up with a Mexican Police Chief to clean up Tijuana’s 

drug problem. By clean-up, I mean kill all the cartel members. Then it disappeared. 

 

Anyway, there was eight music vigilantes that showed up at Joe’s door. Not a one lived to tell 

his story. I don’t know the specifics other than Banjo tore off and ate their heads. They tried it 

a few more times with the police and the National Guard and all they got for their trouble was 

piles of headless corpses. 

 



So, now Bangabog County is a place where you can hear all the banjo playing your heart 

desires. Somehow the music travels. No matter how far away you are from Joe, you can hear 

it. And that’s a good thing cause, music is the language of the heart, and if you ain’t got heart, 

you got nothing. 

 

THE END 
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METROPOLIS by Louis Kasatkin 

 

Stark geometric lines 

intersecting clean marble 

and steel; 

horizonless concourses 

deserted entrance halls, 

empty corridors 

vacant escalators 

ascending, 

descending 

in relentless 

progression; 

Walls hyphenated 

with reminders 

to purchase, 

to consume 

bellowing mutely 

into the void; 

shimmering platform mirrors, 

clipped automated announcements, 

data screens streaming 

their silent prophecies; 

Inexorable arrivals 

whooshing 

and rumbling, 

debouching into 

the gleaming Now 

of a glass-towered 

morning amid its 

awakening rage 

there on 

the bench 

face down, 

his skin again 

punctured, 

no-one. 

 

THE END 
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DOMESTIKA 

 

Seven 

 

In this part of Whitehaven it was still bitingly cold yet the rain had cleared for a little while 

before eventually getting underway again in the coming night hours. At the housing estate 

where much had happened recently, Matt Johnson of KLF News stood outside the smoking 

pit once occupied by Dennis Henderson, now well and truly deceased. 

 

He was talking to Detective Inspector Reese Ludlow, a tall gangly gentleman with the gaunt 

face of a weasel, with bulbous nose and protruding ears. Nearby, his car was parked 

alongside the policeman’s, which he longed to get into a drive away from this place. 

 

Relentlessly, the balding detective inspector had questioned him throughout mid-morning at 

the station for a good couple of hours, where afterwards Matt had driven into the town centre 

to grab a bite to eat in the Tesco cafeteria and a partake in a couple of pints of cider at the 

Anchor Vaults pub in the marketplace. It was meant to be a peaceful sojourn into town, had it 

not been for some the elderly clientele in the historic pub making the best of the music-sing-

a-long machine, when one punter and then another decided they should pollute the 

atmosphere with their drunken warbling. 

 

As he sat by the window in the pub that morning, he stared across the street to the location of 

some recently-erected office blocks, ones that appeared after the demolition of a landmark 

pub, The Dusty Miller, whose demise was a travesty, because it was about as old as the town 

itself, wherein despite local protestations and petitions not to demolish it (as it was a pub in 

operation all of its natural life), the town and surrounding areas were left to mourn the death 

of a legend once it was erased from the landscape. 

 

Now, all there was left to see were those huge cumbersome cunts. 

 

Reese Ludlow said, “So, what are you doing now? Heading back to your Workington offices 

to comprise a hatchet job for your many viewers?” 

 

He was referring to the burnt-out hovel they stood before. 

 

Matt shrugged and said, “We’re not all cunts, Detective Inspector. We tend to leave that job 

to the police.” 

 

“Listen, buddy, I can take you down the station and charge you with contempt, even 

perverting the course of justice.” 

 

This silenced Matt Johnson, who reached into his pockets to retrieve a pack of Pall Mall 

cigarettes. 

 

“Sorry, sir… it’s been a long day, an eventful day, full of shocks and surprises. I know you 

have to do your job, and getting to the bottom of such circumstances is a part of that.” 

 

The copper inhaled through his nostrils. He knew bullshit and saw through all of its guises 

and multitudes of masks. This reporter was an ignorant piece of shit. 

 



Reese Ludlow looked at him squarely and said, “I suggest you get some sleep…” and he 

turned around to walk towards his squad car parked nearby. 

 

“Arigato…” Matt wished him. 

 

The copper halted and turned around. “What are you talking about?” 

 

Smarmily, Matt chuckled and said, “Arigato…it’s Japanese for ‘thank you’, that’s all. 

Arigato, Detective Inspector.” 

 

Obviously riled, the copper said, “Ah fuck off, daft cunt…” and continued on his tracks. 

 

It felt so good ripping authority figures like these bastards and Matt relished the opportunity 

to do just that. 

 

The squad car’s tyres screeched as it drove off at speed along the street, leaving Matt the only 

one around. Like Dennis Henderson, the entire place was dead to the world. 

 

Suddenly, his mobile phone chimed and he answered, already guessing who it might be on 

the other end of the line. 

 

“It’s me, Peter—Peter King—you know, your work colleague, eager for something to report, 

and I may just have the very thing.” 

 

Matt sighed, “Go on, spill the beans, don’t fuck around, Peter.” 

 

“There’s been another death and it’s a real obscene one. So fucking obscene I’ve got a 

fucking semi-on just thinking what kind of story it will make!” 

 

“Where’s it at? Come on, I’m not fucking clairvoyant!” 

 

There was a pause as the line crackled. Peter said, “The body of Lillian Carpenter has gone 

missing from the town morgue. Funny thing is, that’s not all. The night watchman there has 

been murdered in cold blood…the authorities found him lying in a pool of blood…but get 

this…his fucking head was cut off. He was completely beheaded.” 

 

Sighing heavily and shaking his head, an exhausted Matt Johnson felt sickened by all this 

crap. For starters, everything was so unreal, even surreal. He said, “Peter, does nothing scare 

you, mate?” 

 

Peter laughed, “No, nothing…well, except for spiders maybe, I hate spiders.” 

 

“I’m going home and I’m going to sleep, hombre. Tomorrow I may feel different about 

chasing a scoop. Call me then, mate - call me tomorrow afternoon once I’m rested, alert and 

refreshed—you know it makes sense. I’m signing off now, so cheerio, goodbye and 

goodnight.” 

 

He put the phone in his pocket. 

 



He pondered, so Lillian Carpenter’s body had been stolen from the morgue, and during this 

act the night watchman had been mutilated, supposedly beheaded? Matt had to admit, there 

was a great story there, every reporter’s wet dream—for a scoop like this, they would cream 

themselves like a teen over Kylie! 

 

The only character about tonight was a young boy walking his dog. 

 

“Hi, mister, you the police?” he said, grinning. The dog had cocked its leg and was currently 

spraying a nettle patch. “It’s a real shame about Mr Henderson. Ah, he was a big creep, 

anyway. He hardly left the house.” 

 

“Did you know him well?” Matt enquired. 

 

“No,” the kid said, “I only saw him once in a while, like when he went to buy booze at the 

off-licence in town, or on Sundays when he did his weekly shop. He usually got a taxi to 

transport his shopping home. My mum told me he was an old pervert.” 

 

“You shouldn’t believe everything you hear.” 

 

The nosy kid asked, “Is Mrs Carpenter dead as a doornail, then?” 

 

Dismayed, Matt shook his head and sighed, “I’m not sure. I think so.” 

 

Already, he was growing tired of this little fucker. 

 

But then, the kid alerted Matt to something in the Henderson garden, and pointed to it. 

“Look,” he exclaimed, “There’s Luther…the Carpenter cat!” 

 

Stunned, Matt turned around and looked. The cat sat in the Carpenter’s front garden on the 

lawn, glaring directly at them. Seeing these two humans looking at him, it seemed Luther 

opened its mouth wide to yawn and mewled in discontent, when the young boy said to the 

reluctant reporter, “What’s wrong with Luther’s eyes? They’re glowing like a ghost’s…” 

 

“Get yourself home, kid…” Matt warned, “…it’s getting a bit late, you should be indoors.” 

 

“Yeah, I suppose…” and he tugged the dog at the other end of the lead, “…Come on, Jasper.” 

 

The ghostly black cat remained and just sat there staring at the reporter. 

 

Again, it yawned, displaying what looked like yellow teeth. Yellow eyes and now yellow 

teeth… 

 

In a moment of what seemed madness, Matt walked across towards the stationary cat, but like 

all cats sensing the threat of danger, it turned as expected and scampered off behind the 

Henderson house and into its back garden area. Yet, Matt was determined and refused to give 

up or give in, when he broke into a quicker pace—even a run—since he wanted to see this 

weird cat up close and get the full Supernatural gist of it, the story behind the yellow eyes and 

teeth that laminated its otherwise black face. Regrettably, he was tired, yes—knackered, in 

fact, and desperate for a night’s sleep—but everything could be put on hold for now until he 



got to the bottom of this, or even if he learnt a mere single inkling about the cause of recent 

bizarre acts. 

 

He called out as he turned the corner into the back garden, “Luther, there’s a good boy, come 

here…” 

 

Matt was entering a dark place as he ventured behind the still-smouldering Henderson house. 

In his nostrils, he sensed he could smell the very essence of death and decomposition, even if 

it was only a trick of the mind. Blood rushed through his face, blood he could detect in his 

nostrils, blood he could taste in his throat and the pit of his mouth. It was an abnormal sense, 

he knew, which could only have signified and served as a warning that he was entering a 

danger zone at this ungodly time of night. 

 

In the centre of the garden, he paused and looked around, seeing nothing in the blackness. 

There were streetlamps outside on the estate yet none of their glow stretched this far. And 

then it dawned him, almost like a light-bulb moment of its own, “What the fuck am I 

supposed to be doing here?” Suddenly, his breathing turned increasingly more wild and rapid 

and he thought he’d faint as he felt his heart pounding like a ferocious animal in his chest. 

 

In a mere moment or two, he’d gotten very frightened all of a sudden and no longer wished to 

be here. The cosy notion of being wrapped up snug and warm in a heavy cotton duvet with 

his head on a soft white pillow proved magical cinematography of the mind. It was a singular 

mood and affectation which thus far had never ever before seemed so tempting, alluring and 

beautiful than he’d experienced at any other time in his life. 

 

In the garden, it was like he was utterly blind, such was the dark. 

 

Yet, his eyes were orientating and local figurations were getting clearer and more defined as 

he turned full circle while he narrowed his eyes to scan the area, looking to spot that damn 

cat. 

 

Matt coughed at the smoke still affecting the immediate vicinity, as black plumes ascended 

into the heavens from the gaping hollows that were once windows and a currently non-

existent roof, which right now had a great bloody hole in it to allow passage for the musty 

billows of smoke. The reporter reached into his pocket for a hanky, which he covered his 

mouth with for protection against the local pollution attacking his lungs and making his chest 

heave like a pounding bastard. Feeling like shit, he paused to cough and splutter, bringing up 

bile into the white cloth and staining it a sordid grey with streaks of yellow phlegm. 

 

It was a full moon tonight yet thus far it had been hidden and ensconced behind thick cloud. 

But miraculously, and suddenly, these clouds seemed to unexpectedly shift to expose the 

moon in its full glowing majesty, fetching luminosity to the place. It was here, Matt was able 

to see things around the place a whole lot better, both near as well as far. However, it would 

always be night, and it would always be dark and lurid in the Henderson back garden and the 

estate in general. 

 

In the distance on the estate a small dog yapped from its garden. It was a familiar sound. 

Everywhere you visited in life, in every town and country, wherever in the world, there was 

always a small dog yapping! 

 



But it was a black cat Matt was looking for and he wouldn’t rest until he viewed the little 

fucker up close and personal. 

 

“Luther, come on, show yourself, there’s a nice pussy!” 

 

As if response, a noise issued, a cat meowing somewhere nearby in the garden. 

 

Matt turned to face the source yet nothing was there. “Come on, there’s a good boy…where 

are you?” 

 

Then, something dawned on Matt when he ventured towards the foot of the garden to look 

out onto the vast fields and the huge hillside, the one hill that obscured the small coastal 

fishing village of Saint Bees and the vast Irish Sea, which were to be found in their full 

extensive glory on the opposing side. 

 

Here, he witnessed something shocking. And equally, just as bewildering. 

 

As Matt stood there in the drizzling rain, he observed something weird that presently stood in 

a line atop of the hill. It was a straight row of animals, most probably just domestic pets, 

perhaps escapees from the disrupted kennels. They just looked down towards the estate, 

docile yet somehow ultimately very threatening. In Matt’s opinion, if anything, they looked a 

force to be reckoned with, somewhat like a menace to the community in all fairness, 

watching, waiting, evil in their gaze. It was the most bizarre vision ever, and the reporter 

suddenly felt very uncomfortable in his skin as the entire sight made him sway dizzily, almost 

like the scene was hypnotic. Again, he realized he shouldn’t have been there and that 

everything about this was none of his damned business. He needed to go, run away—and 

bloody fast—far, far away from this ungodly place, never to return, not even in a working 

capacity. 

 

Then he heard the howling behind him in the garden. 

 

He spun around, frightened, almost yelling in surprise. 

 

The cat was sitting there, yet not alone, since two huge dogs stood either side of it in the 

shape of a pair of two big Huskies, when one word sprang to mind for Matt…’leadership’. 

Somehow, this tiny black cat was the acting leader of these beasts, and the sole one they each 

and all took orders from. It led the other animals with the ferocity of an evil dictator. 

 

The dogs’ eyes were yellow. They snarled viciously, making Matt back up towards the house. 

 

“Please,” he said, holding out his arms, “I mean you no harm, good dogs, good cat…” and he 

started to side-step a quick route away from here. But suddenly, two other dogs appeared and 

seemed to hinder his escape and to also block his path. They also snarled, plus had glowing 

yellow eyes, sheer evil stares, menacing, hungry for blood. Matt witnessed his entire life flash 

before him when he almost slipped on the grass and fell over, as he wept and gasped in 

horror, “…holy fuck, no…” There seemed no way out for him—he feared for his safety—he 

feared for his fucking life! 

 

Here, he felt his body elevate as he was magically lifted above the ground. Frantically, he 

waved his arms and legs like a rag doll, thrashing, flailing and screaming, suddenly petrified 



and under some understanding he was going to be physically damaged by this weird animal 

spell. In particular, from the spot over which he hovered, he bowed his head and peered 

down. He saw the tiny cat step out of the darkness as it looked up into the stricken man’s 

contorted face. The little bastard looked as if it was smiling. This tiny black cat was pure evil, 

in essence. Indeed, it proved itself to be an acting witch or some kind of miracle worker, 

some kind of wizardly mind-twister and an aggressive aggravator of humans. Without any 

doubt to anyone, Luther was completely in control. 

 

“Luther, please, good cat, let me down…please, I BEG YOU, DON’T KILL ME!” Matt 

Johnson yelled, weeping like a child. 

 

Suddenly, Matt’s body was projected through the air, only coming to a halt as it struck an 

unblemished part of one of the house’s outer walls, where it remained suspended like it was 

glued to the concrete. He realized he had lost movement in his arms and legs, in every limb 

actually, as he also acknowledged the fact he had been ‘silenced’ and could no longer utter a 

single word, or even blurt any semblance of a distressed sound. It was like he had suffered 

some kind of physical and vocal paralysis. 

 

He was splayed on the wall, his arms and legs held wide. 

 

Here, the nails entered the palms of his hands, drilling through his exposed flesh as they 

hammered them to the concrete wall. Inevitably, he realized that was whatever evil was at 

play here in the Henderson garden, these actions were set to crucify him to it—and it was the 

same evil that mutilated Dennis Henderson, because Matt had seen Henderson, and he had 

witnessed the mutilation. Moments later, other long nails entered his ankles, drilling again, 

punishing his body and sending vast swathes of tortured, agonizing pain through his entire 

being. 

 

At the foot of the garden, there was a hatchet embedded in a lump of wood where Henderson 

had chopped for firewood. Matt watched in horror how the tiny axe was removed from the 

wood, and floated in the dark atmosphere above it. 

 

Suddenly, it projected through the atmosphere. 

 

It hit Matt squarely between the eyes, killing him within an instant, as it struck and attached 

and nailed his skull to the concrete wall of the house. Scattered around the garden, the four 

brooding dogs ceased growling and snarling as Luther turned to face and (perhaps, and only 

perhaps) somehow acknowledge their work or address them. All together, they moved off in 

every direction, leaving the cat in the garden behind, alone to ponder. 

 

It sat there for some time just gazing up at the crucified reporter. 

 

CONTINUES NEXT WEEK 
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PLANETOID 127 by Edgar Wallace 

 

Chapter III 

 

TIM LENSMAN could only stare at the professor. 

 

“I don’t understand you, Mr. Colson,” he said, puzzled. “You mean that book is a code... an 

ordinary commercial code?” 

 

Colson shook his head. 

 

“No, my boy,” he said quietly; “that is something more than a code, it is a vocabulary—a 

vocabulary of six thousand words, the simplest and the most comprehensive language that 

humanity has ever known! That is why they are so infinitely more clever than we,” he mused. 

“I have not yet learned the process by which this language was evolved, but it is certain that it 

is their universal tongue.” 

 

He turned with a smile to the bewildered boy. 

 

“You speak English, probably French; you may have a smattering of German and Spanish 

and Italian. And when you have named these languages, you probably imagine that you have 

exhausted all that matter, and that the highest expression of human speech is bound up in one 

or the other, or perhaps all, of these tongues. Yet there is a tribe on the Upper Congo which 

has a vocabulary of four thousand words with which to voice its hopes, its sufferings and its 

joys. And in those four thousand words lies the sum of their poetry, history, and science! If 

we were as intelligent as we think we are, we should adopt the language of the Upper 

Congolese as the universal speech.” 

 

Tim’s head was swimming: codes, languages, Upper Congolese and the mysterious “they.”... 

Surely there must be something in Dawes’ ominous hints, and this old man must be sick of 

overmuch learning. As though he realised what was passing through the boy’s mind, Colson 

shook his head. 

 

“No, I am not mad,” he said, as he locked the book away in the safe and put the key in his 

pocket, “unless this is a symptom of my dementia.” 

 

He waved his hand to the wire-laden room, and presently Tim, as in a dream, heard his 

companion explaining the functions of the various instruments with which the room was 

littered. For the most part it was Greek to him, for the professor had reached that stage of 

mechanical knowledge where he outstripped his pupil’s understanding. It was as though a 

professor of higher mathematics had strolled into the algebra class and lectured upon ultimate 

factors. Now and again he recognized some formula, or caught a mental glimpse of the 

other’s meaning, but for the main part the old man was talking in a language he did not 

comprehend. 

 

“I’m afraid you’re going a little beyond me, sir,” he said, with a smile, and the old man 

nodded. 

 

“Yes, there is much for you to learn,” he said; “and it must be learnt!” 

 



He paused before a large glass case, which contained what looked to Tim to be a tiny model 

of a reciprocating engine, except that dozens of little pistons thrust out from unexpected 

cylinders, and all seemed to be working independent of the others, producing no central and 

general result. 

 

“What is that, sir?” 

 

Colson smoothed his chin thoughtfully. 

 

“I’m trying to bring the description within the scope of your understanding,” he said. “It 

would not be inexact to describe this as a ‘strainer of sound.’ Yet neither would it be exact.” 

 

He touched a switch and a dozen coloured lights gleamed and died amidst the whirling 

machinery. The hum which Tim had heard was broken into staccato dots and dashes of 

sound. He turned the switch again and the monotonous hum was resumed. 

 

“Let us go back to the library,” said the professor abruptly. 

 

He came out of the room last, turned out the lights and double-locked the door, before he 

took his companion’s arm and led him back to the library they had recently vacated. 

 

“Do you realise, Lensman,” he said as he closed the door, “that there are in this world sounds 

which never reach the human brain? The lower animals, more sensitive to vibratory waves, 

can hear noises which are never registered upon the human ear. The wireless expert listened 

in at the approach of Mars to the earth, hoping to secure a message of some kind. But what 

did he expect? A similar clatter to that which he could pick up from some passing steamer. 

And, suppose somebody was signalling—not from Mars, because there is no analogy to 

human life on that planet, but from some—some other world, big or little—is it not possible 

that the sound may be of such a character that not only the ear, even when assisted by the 

most powerful of microphones, cannot detect, but which no instrument man has devised can 

translate to an audible key?” 

 

“Do you suggest, sir, that signals of that nature are coming through from outer space?” asked 

Tim in surprise. And Mr. Colson inclined his head. 

 

“Undoubtedly. There are at least three worlds signalling to us,” said the science master. 

“Sometimes the operators make some mechanical blunder, and there is an accidental 

emission of sound which is picked up on this earth and is credited to Mars. One of the most 

definite of the three comes from a system which is probably thousands of light-years away. In 

other words, from a planet that is part of a system beyond our ken. The most powerful 

telescope cannot even detect the sun around which this planet whirls! Another, and fainter, 

signal comes from an undetected planet beyond the orbit of Neptune.” 

 

“But life could not exist beyond the orbit of Neptune?” suggested Tim. 

 

“Not life as we understand it,” said the professor. “I admit that these signals are faint and 

unintelligible. But the third planet—” 

 

“Is it your Planetoid 127?” asked Tim eagerly; and Colson nodded. 

 



“I asked you to stay to-night,” he said, “because I wanted to tell you something of vital 

interest to me, if not to science. I am an old man, Lensman, and it is unlikely that I shall live 

for many years longer. I wish somebody to share my secret—somebody who can carry on the 

work after I have gone into nothingness. I have given the matter a great deal of thought, 

passing under review the great scientists of the age. But they are mainly old men: it is 

necessary that I should have an assistant who has many years before him, and I have chosen 

you.” 

 

For a second the horrible responsibility which the professor was putting upon him struck a 

chill to the boy’s heart. And then the curiosity of youth, the adventurous spirit which is in 

every boy’s heart, warmed him to enthusiasm. 

 

“That will be topping, sir,” he said. “Of course, I’m an awful duffer, but I’m willing to learn 

anything you can teach me. It was about Planetoid 127 you wanted to speak?” 

 

The professor nodded. 

 

“Yes,” he said, “it is about Planetoid 127. I have left nothing to chance. As I say, I am an old 

man and anything may happen. For the past few months I have been engaged in putting into 

writing the story of my extraordinary discovery: a discovery made possible by the years of 

unremitting thought and toil I have applied to perfecting the instruments which have placed 

me in contact with this strange and almost terrifying world.” 

 

It seemed as though he were going to continue, and Tim was listening with all ears, but in his 

definite way the old man changed the subject. 

 

“You would like to see round the rest of the house?” he said; and the next hour was spent in 

strolling around the outhouses, the little farmery which formed part of the house, and the 

magnificent range of hothouses, for Mr. Colson was an enthusiastic gardener. 

 

As Tim was shown from one point of interest to another, it began to dawn upon him that 

there was truth in Hildreth’s accusation, that Mr. Colson was something of a speculator. The 

house and grounds must have cost thousands; the renovations which had been recently 

introduced, the erection of the telescope—when Colson mentioned the cost of this, the sum 

took his breath away—could only have been possible to a man of unlimited income. Yet it 

was the last thing in the world he would have imagined, for Colson was of the dreamy, 

unmaterial type, and it was difficult to associate him with a successful career on the Stock 

Exchange. When Mr. Colson opened the gates of the big garage the boy expected to see 

something magnificent in the way of cars; but the building was empty except for his old 

motor bicycle, which was so familiar to the boys of Mildram. 

 

“No, I do not drive a car,” said Colson, in answer to his question. “I have so little time, and I 

find that a motor-bicycle supplies all my needs.” 

 

They dined at eight. Neither during the meal nor the period which intervened before bedtime 

did Mr. Colson make any further reference to his discoveries. He disappeared about ten, after 

showing Tim to his room. The boy had undressed and was dozing off, when there came a tap 

at his door. 

 



“Come in, sir,” he said, and the professor entered. From his face Tim guessed that something 

had happened. 

 

He set down the electric lantern he was carrying and came slowly towards the bed. 

 

“Lensman,” he said, and there was a sharp quality in his voice. “Do you remember somebody 

speaking... the wireless voice? I was not in the library when the call came through, so I did 

not hear it distinctly.” 

 

Tim recalled the mysterious voice that had spoken in the library from the aperture above the 

fireplace. 

 

“Yes, sir; you told me, it was Colson—” 

 

“I know, I know,” said the professor impatiently. “But tell me how he spoke?” His tone was 

almost querulous with anxiety. “I only heard the end. Was it a gruff voice, rather like mine?” 

 

Tim shook his head. 

 

“No, sir,” he said in surprise; “it was a very thin voice, a sort of whine... “ 

 

“A whine?” The professor almost shouted the question. 

 

“Yes, sir.” Colson was fingering his chin with a tremulous hand. 

 

“That is strange,” he said, speaking half to himself. “I have been trying to get him all the 

evening, and usually it is simple. I received his carrier wave... why should his assistant 

speak...? I have not heard him for three days. What did he say?” 

 

Tim told him, as far as he could remember, the gist of the message which had come through, 

and for a long time the professor was silent. 

 

‘“He does not speak English very well—the assistant, I mean—and he would find a difficulty 

in putting into words... you see, our language is very complicated.” And then, with a smile: “I 

interrupted your sleep.” 

 

He walked slowly to the door and stood for a while, the handle in his hand, his chin on his 

breast. 

 

“If anything should happen, you will find my account in the most obvious place.” He smiled 

faintly. “I’m afraid I am not a very good amateur mason—” 

 

With these cryptic words he took his departure. Tim tossed from side to side and presently 

dropped into an uneasy doze. He dreamt that he and the professor were stalking through 

black, illimitable space. Around, above, below them blazed golden suns, and his ears were 

filled with a roar of whirling planets. Then suddenly the professor cried out in a terrible 

voice: “Look, look!” And there was a sharp crash of sound, and Tim sat up in bed, the 

perspiration streaming from every pore. Something had wakened him. In an instant he had 

slipped out of bed, pulled on his dressing-gown, thrust his feet into his slippers, and had raced 



out into the corridor. A deep silence reigned, broken only by the sound of an opening door 

and the tremulous voice of the butler. 

 

“Is anything wrong, sir?” 

 

“What did you hear?” asked Tim quickly. 

 

“I thought I heard a shot.” 

 

Tim waited for no more: he ran down the stairs, stumbling in the darkness, and presently 

came to the passage from which opened the doors of the library and the room of Planetoid 

127. 

 

The library was empty: two lights burned, accentuating the gloom. A quick glance told him 

that it was not here the professor was to be sought. He had no doubt that in his sleep he had 

heard the cry of the old man. He turned on the light in the corridor, and, trying the door of the 

Planetoid room, to his consternation found it was open. The room was in darkness, but again 

memory served him. There were four light switches near the door, and these he found. Even 

as he had opened the door he could detect the acrid smell of cordite, and when the light 

switched on he was not unprepared for the sight which met his eyes. The little machine which 

Colson had described as the “sound strainer” was a mass of tangled wreckage. Another 

instrument had been overturned; ends of cut wires dangled from roof and wall. But his eyes 

were for the moment concentrated upon the figure that lay beneath the open safe. It was 

Professor Colson, and Tim knew instinctively that the old man was dead. 
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THE LOST CONTINENT by C. J. Cutcliffe Hyne 

 

20. On the Bosom of the Deep 

 

The Ark was rudderless, oarless, and machineless, and could travel only where the High 

Gods chose. The inside was dark, and full of an ancient smell, and crowded with groanings 

and noise. I could not find the fire-box to relight the fallen lamp, and so we had to endure 

blindly what was dealt out to us. The waves tossed us in merciless sport, and I clung on by 

the side of Nais, holding her to the bed. We did not speak much, but there was full 

companionship in our bereavement and our silence. 

 

When Atlantis sank to form new ocean bed, she left great whirlpools and spoutings from her 

drowned fires as a fleeting legacy to the Gods of the Sea. And then, I think (though in the 

black belly of the Ark we could not see these things), a vast hurricane of wind must have 

come on next so as to leave no piece of the desolation incomplete. For seven nights and seven 

days did this dreadful turmoil continue, as counted for us afterwards by the reckoner of hours 

which hung within the Ark, and then the howling of the wind departed, and only the roll of a 

long still swell remained. It was regular and it was oily, as I could tell by the difference of the 

motion, and then for the first time I dared to go up the stair, and open the door which stood in 

the roof of the Ark. 

 

The sweet air came gushing down to freshen the foulness within, and as the Ark rode dryly 

over the seas, I went below and brought up Nais to gain refreshment from the curing rays of 

our Lord the Sun. Duly the pair of us adored Him, and gave thanks for His great mercy in 

coming to light another day, and then we laid ourselves down where we were to doze, and 

take that easy rest which we so urgently needed. 

 

Yet, though I was tired beyond words, for long enough sleep would not visit me. Wearily I 

stared out over the oily sunlit waters. No blur of land met the eye. The ring of ocean was 

unbroken on every side, and overhead the vault of heaven remained unchanged. The bosom 

of the deep was littered with the poor wreckage of Atlantis, to remind one, if there had been a 

need, that what had come about was fact, and not some horrid dream. Trees, squared timber, 

a smashed and upturned boat of hides, and here and there the rounded corpse of a man or 

beast shouldered over the swells, and kept convoy with our Ark as she drifted on in charge of 

the Gods and the current. 

 

But sleep came to me at last, and I dropped off into unconsciousness, holding the hand of 

Nais in mine, and when next I woke, I found her open-eyed also and watching me tenderly. 

We were finely rested, both of us, and rest and strength bring one complacency. We were 

more ready now to accept the station which the High Gods had made for us without repining, 

and so we went below again into the belly of the Ark to eat and drink and maintain strength 

for the new life which lay before us. 

 

A wonderful vessel was this Ark, now we were able to see it at leisure and intimately. 

Although for the first time now in all its centuries of life it swam upon the waters, it showed 

no leak or suncrack. Inside, even its floor was bone dry. That it was built from some wood, 

one could see by the grainings, but nowhere could one find suture or joint. The living timbers 

had been put in place and then grown together by an art which we have lost to-day, but which 

the Ancients knew with much perfection; and afterwards some treatment, which is also a 



secret of those forgotten builders, had made the wood as hard as metal and impervious to all 

attacks of the weather. 

 

In the gloomy cave of its belly were stored many matters. At one end, in great tanks on either 

side of central alley, was a prodigious store of grain. Sweet water was in other tanks at the 

other end. In another place were drugs and samples, and essences of the life of beasts; all 

these things being for use whilst the Ark roamed under the guidance of the Gods on the 

bosom of the deep. On all the walls of the Ark, and on all the partitions of the tanks and the 

other woodwork, there were carved in the rude art of bygone time representations of all the 

beasts which lived in Atlantis; and on these I looked with a hunter’s interest, as some of them 

were strange to me, and had died out with the men who had perpetuated them in these 

sculptures. There was a good store of weapons too and the tools for handicrafts. 

 

Now, for many weeks, our life endured in this Ark as the Gods drove it about here and there 

across the face of the waters. We had no government over direction; we could not by so much 

as a hair’s breadth a day increase her speed. The High Gods that had chosen the two of us to 

be the only ones saved out of all Atlantis, had sole control of our fate, and into Their hands 

we cheerfully resigned our future direction. 

 

Of that land which we reached in due time, and where we made our abiding place, and where 

our children were born, I shall tell of in its place; but since this chronicle has proceeded so far 

in an exact order of the events as they came to pass, it is necessary first to narrate how we 

came by the sheets on which it is written. 

 

In a great coffer, in the centre of the Ark’s floor, the whole of the Mysteries learned during 

the study of ages were set down in accurate writing. I read through some of them during the 

days which passed, and the awfulness of the Powers over which they gave control appalled 

me. I had seen some of these Powers set loose in Atlantis, and was a witness of her 

destruction. But here were Powers far higher than those; here was the great Secret of Life and 

Death which Phorenice also had found, and for which she had been destroyed; and there were 

other things also of which I cannot even bring my stylo to scribe. 

 

The thought of being custodian of these writings was more than I could endure, and the more 

the matter rested in my mind, the more intolerable became the burden. And at last I took hot 

irons, and with them seared the wax on the sheets till every letter of the old writings was 

obliterated. If I did wrong, the High Gods in Their infinite justice will give me punishment; if 

it is well that these great secrets should endure on earth, They in their infinite power will 

dictate them afresh to some fitting scribes; but I destroyed them there as the Ark swayed with 

us over the waves; and later, when we came to land, I rewrote upon the sheets the matters 

which led to great Atlantis being dragged to her death-throes. 

 

Nais, that I love so tenderly— 

 

[TRANSLATOR’S NOTE: The remaining sheets are too broken to be legible.] 

 

THE END 
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